SUPPLIES FOR SURFACE DESIGN MINI-MARATHONS

SPRING 2021 VIRTUAL MAM CLASSES

Questions? Contact me at miriamjacobs920@gmail.com

All prices are for Amazon Prime members. PLEASE feel free to shop at other places like Jerry’s, Dick Blick’s, Dharma Trading, Michael’s, a dollar store or hardware store - you may find cheaper prices. The URLs listed are for Amazon unless otherwise indicated. A number of items can be used for more than one class. Words in red are the links to websites for purchasing. Hit the “Go to Page” to access website.

FOR ALTERNATIVE MARBLING (SESSION 2): If you do not already own a marbling comb, you will need to order one from Galen Berry; do this as soon as you register for class. There is no substitute and you won’t be able to do the marbling without it. Do NOT try to make one on your own.

SHIBORI ON PAPER-APRIL 15 (SESSION 1)

**Items to purchase**

1. Calligraphy or rice paper, $9.99, 30 sheets; [Calligraphy](#)

2. Liquid watercolors, 6 colors, Color Splash!, $18.98; [Splash](#)

3. Plastic placemats to put the wet papers on (dollar store)

**Items you may have at home and/or may be bought at a dollar store**

4-6. Plastic containers for the colors, masking tape, Sharpie

**Optional**

7-12. syringes, droppers, paintbrushes, paper clips, clamps, alligator clips

ICE CUBE DYEING-APRIL 22 (SESSION 1)

**Items to purchase**

13. Ice (two large bags from the grocery store)

14. Plastic tub, $6.74, [Tub](#)

15. 100% cotton, white, or other white plant-based fabric, $8.99/yard-one or two yards, Joann Fabrics: [Cotton](#) - do NOT buy at Amazon as their fabric is not always 100% cotton even though they advertise it as such.

16. Fiber reactive procion dyes, Jerry’s, starting at $4.49 - get at least four colors, 2/3 ounce jars; [Procion](#)
17. Soda ash; $3.59; Jerry’s; Ash

**Items you may have at home and/or may be bought at a dollar store**
18-19. Gloves, saran wrap

**Optional**
20-22. Dust mask, Synthrapol, cookie rack

**ERIC CARLE STYLE COLLAGE-APRIL 29 (SESSION 1)**

**Items to purchase**
23. Watercolor, 6 colors, Color Splash!, $18.98; Splash

24. Acrylics, 12 Colors, $10.39; Acrylics

**PLEASE NOTE:** Your local dollar store likely carries watercolors, acrylics, tempera, and poster paints. Any of these will work.

**Items you may have at home and/or may be bought at a dollar store**
25-34. White tissue paper (10-15 sheets), drawing paper (at least 9” x 11”), tracing paper, shallow dish, paintbrushes, newspaper, scissors or exact knife, matte medium or Elmer’s glue, pencil, tweezers

**Optional**
35-41. crayons, colored pencils, oil pastels, piece(s) of carpeting, coarse salt, water spritzer, various other items to make textures

**BATIK ON PAPER-MAY 6 (SESSION 1)**

**Items to purchase**
42. Hot plate and sauce pan (use electric frying pan if you have one): Hot plate, $16.99; Pan, $14.95

43. Wax/paraffin - small quantity at hardware store

44. Canson paper (which is like a high quality construction paper, comes in 8 1/2” x 11” beautiful colors), Jerry’s online (from $0.69 and up for sheets 8 1/2” x 11”: Canson-----or, go to Jerry’s to get 4-6 individual 8 1/2” x 11” sheets.

45. Masa paper - 21” x 31”, $1.68, Dick Blick: Masa; or Jerry’s. It would be great to have a little bit of Canson paper AND one sheet of masa paper **but don’t worry if you can’t get both.**

46. Dye-na-Flow, 9 colors, $13.47; Dye-na-Flo —if you go to Jerry’s, get about five colors
Items you may have at home and/or may be bought at a dollar store
47-51. Brushes, jars, newspaper or newsprint, iron/ironing board, liquid soap

Optional
52-55. Djan ting tools, freezer, bleach or bleach pen, copper stamps

ALTERNATIVE MARBLING-MAY 13 (SESSION 2)

Items to purchase
56. Dye-na-Flow, 9 colors, $13.47; Dye-na-Flo — if you go to Jerry’s, get about five colors
57. (See top of list.) Comb, standard comb, 11” long, $15.00
58. Two glass plates about 9” x 12” - hardware store or glass supply store, about 1/2” thick
59. Calligraphy, $9.99, 30 sheets; Calligraphy
60. Dough scrapers - (having four is great but two will do); set of 2, $4.31; Scrapers

Items you may have at home and/or may be bought at a dollar store
61-65. Chopsticks, Shaving cream (foam, not gel and not scented), plastic broom, plastic placemats (no textures), rubber bands (one for each bundle of plastic broom bristles)

Optional
66. Baby food jars or other (taller) glass jars
67. Gloves
68. 100% cotton, white, or other white plant-based fabric, $8.99/yard—one yard will be fine, Joann Fabrics: Kona - do NOT buy this at Amazon!!!
69. Alum - get ONLY if you want to marble on fabric; you will NOT need a pound of alum but Amazon only sells it in one-pound bags; Jerry’s has smaller amounts in the store; Alum

DISCHARGING (BLEACHING) FABRIC-MAY 20 (SESSION 2)

Items to purchase
70. Two boxes of RIT Color Remover, grocery stores, $6.64

71. Plastic tub, $6.74, Tub

72. 100% cotton fabric-you can go to any fabric store and buy 5-7 colors; the smallest sizes are usually what's called fat quarters; or Solids, $11.59

Items you may have at home and/or may be bought at a dollar store
73. Rubber bands

Optional
74. Canson paper (which is like a high quality construction paper, comes in 8 1/2” x 11” beautiful colors), Jerry's ($0.69 and up): Canson, or go to Jerry's, 3-5 individual 8 1/2” x 11” sheets.

75. Bleaching pen: try to get one (or two) in a grocery or hardware store (dollar store?) or go to Amazon: Pen

76-83. Bleach, water spritzer, mask, rag or paper towels, various objects to create patterns, old paintbrushes you don't care about, stencils, leaves

CARVING STAMPS-MAY 27 (SESSION 2)
Items to purchase
84. Carving material - Two blocks of Speedball Speedy Carve, pink, $3.29 each, 3” x 4”, at Jerry's: Carving

85. Exacto knife, $4.77, Fiskars: Knife

86. Ink pad; Excel Mark Ink Pad, $5.99 Ink pad

Items you may have at home and/or may be bought at a dollar store
87-90. Pencil (2B), tracing paper, cardboard (or cutting board if you have one), paper to test stamps on

Optional
91. Embossing powder
92. Heat gun (get ONLY if you are getting the embossing powder and/or moldable foam stamp material), $12.99, Heat gun

93. Moldable foam stamp material, $2.95, ProChemical and Dye, Foam
COLLAGE - JUNE 3 (SESSION 2)

**Items to purchase**

94. Paintbrush for applying glue, dollar store

95. Drawing paper (to put collage items on to), $1.99, Paper

96. Exacto knife, $4.77, Fiskars: Knife

**Items you may have at home and/or may be bought at a dollar store**

97. Elmer’s glue (or Matte Medium if you have any)

98. Scissors

**Optional**


100. Container or shallow dish for glue